Empowerment to move from darkness to light.
Bay Area Cancer Connections supports anyone affected by breast or ovarian cancer with personalized services that inform and empower.

Our Mission

Bay Area Cancer Connections supports anyone affected by breast or ovarian cancer with personalized services that inform and empower.

Guiding Principles

1. We place the needs of our clients first.
2. We empower clients by providing education that helps them make informed decisions.
3. We provide personalized services directly and through partnerships across the continuum of care.
4. We value the experience, knowledge, and involvement of volunteers, cancer survivors, their families, and caregivers.
5. We are committed to providing our services free of charge.

“Once I discovered BACC, I never felt alone again.”— Erin
Dear Friends,

Thank you for making 2018 an extraordinary year for Bay Area Cancer Connections! As we celebrate our 25th anniversary year, we want to express our sincere thanks to all of you who helped us make a difference. We are especially pleased to share with you highlights of the past year’s accomplishments.

Despite the challenges of the recent economy, we succeeded in broadening our reach and impact into new parts of the Bay Area. We merged with the Latina Breast Cancer Agency, expanding our reach into San Francisco County; we grew our donor base; we welcomed new Board members, volunteers, and staff; and we created an ambitious three-year strategic plan.

Individuals and families in the Bay Area need BACC more than ever. People seek us out as experienced leaders in cancer supportive care, and we see a tremendous value in continuing to forge productive partnerships with many complementary organizations and individuals throughout the Bay Area. From foundations to hospitals and everything in between, there is a sincere desire and commitment to ensure that no one faces cancer alone in the Bay Area.

The implementation of our three-year strategic plan has begun and promises more growth for BACC. Anchoring our efforts will be our continued commitment to the values we were built upon: empowering people through the highest-quality programming and resources, in an environment of warmth and compassion.

Our success is your success. It’s our community’s success. We extend our deep gratitude to our donors, partners, Board, and volunteers, as BACC welcomes 2019—energized for the exciting plans and challenges ahead. Thank you for joining us on this journey. We hope you feel inspired by what you’re about to read and most of all that you feel proud of the significant impact you have made in the lives of those facing breast and ovarian cancer.

With heartfelt gratitude,

Rina Bello
Executive Director

Ann Kane
Board President

Jill Freidenrich
Co-Founder
THANKS TO YOU...

Your donations of funds, resources, expertise, and time have made all the difference for our clients! With your help, we provide a unique haven for our clients – where their questions can be answered, their burdens eased, their bodies nurtured, and their hearts lightened. Thank you!

Expanding in San Francisco!

This year, BACC joined forces with Latina Breast Cancer Agency (LBCA) in San Francisco, to ensure there is a continued source of free breast health resources and navigation assistance for people who are uninsured or underinsured. LBCA and their long-standing program, Women Caring for Women, are now part of BACC. Guilda Hernandez joined BACC’s team as Client Care Navigator, helping clients out of the San Francisco office on Mission Street. We’re grateful for all the partnerships that will continue and the opportunity to help even more people in the Bay Area.

“It is extremely important that we carry on the mission of LBCA and help people in need to access diagnostic services, breast health education, and emotional support. We are excited to add even more programs for our clients in San Francisco to further complement the medical care they’re receiving.”

– Rina Bello, BACC’s Executive Director

$424,307 = Value of Patser medical services provided
Actual cost to BACC = $51,830

From the people who made 3,103 visits to group sessions and classes hosted by BACC:

“It’s a safe refuge from the outside world.”
“We heal here.”
“In times of stress, I know I can come to BACC and find support.”
Ensuring Access to Care for Medically Underserved Women

484 services were provided, including mammograms, ultrasounds, biopsies, education, navigation, and support through our Patser program and Women Caring for Women program.

665 clients were new to the BACC community

1,324 individuals were helped thanks to your support!

220 people received free wigs, hats, scarves, and more by coming to BACC’s Boutique, where knowledgeable staff and volunteers help in a private and supportive environment.

“When I feared how the outside world would perceive me, I went to the BACC boutique for wigs and scarves.”

5,372 interactions with clients
**BACC’s 14th Annual Cancer Conference: Sharing Knowledge & Inspiring Hope**

250 people (clients, caregivers, medical professionals, therapists, etc.) attended our daylong medical symposium held at ORACLE, featuring 12 expert speakers and 25 exhibitors.

90% of attendees agreed that:
- They have a better understanding of breast/ovarian cancer information and updates.
- They are aware of the resources in the community that are available to them.
- They expect to use the information and resources they learned about in the next month.

- 98% said they would recommend this conference to a friend.
- 76% said they felt an increased sense of hope.
- 88% said they feel like they’re a part of the BACC community.

*“Thank you for another incredibly useful ‘coming together’ with powerful and useful information.”* – Anonymous

---

**One-on-one consultation** with our Medical Research Specialist

195 people worked individually with Erika Bell, Ph.D., BACC’s Manager of Medical Information Services.

Erika helps people better understand their diagnosis and treatment options, providing thorough information from trusted sources. Clients gain knowledge that assists in their communication with their medical team, in decision-making, and in reducing the fear and anxiety that often comes with a diagnosis.

*“Erika helped me by providing a lot of research information in advance of my appointment. The practical help gave me the information I needed. Knowing that BACC was there meant that I did not have to do this alone. Thank you!”* – Patty

---

**Special Presentations**

38 special presentations throughout the year provided cutting-edge information to our clients on topics such as: Sugar and Cancer, Breast and Ovarian Cancer Fitness, Survivorship, and Palliative Care. Our gratitude to partners like Peninsula Jewish Community Center and Mills-Peninsula Hospital for collaborating with BACC to make more programs possible!
Behind Every Great Organization...

Every year, we take the time to honor and recognize a special donor who helps Bay Area Cancer Connections change the world for cancer patients. This year we'd like to recognize Oracle for its support of nonprofit organizations that provide vital health and human services, assist families and people in need, and strengthen the infrastructure that supports a healthy society.

For many years, Oracle has given generously to advance BACC’s mission and help ensure that personalized support and information is available free of charge to those facing breast or ovarian cancer. Since 2011, Oracle has granted over $250,000 to Bay Area Cancer Connections. They have funded support groups and, for eight years, have hosted our annual cancer conference in their state-of-the-art conference center. This support has been critical to BACC’s ability to expand and to provide the highest quality programming to our clients.

“Oracle is committed to strengthening the communities we call home, and that includes collaboration with nonprofits like Bay Area Cancer Connections to increase access to vital health and human services. We are proud to be part of BACC’s growth and positive impact in the Bay Area,” said Nicole Snow, Senior Manager, Oracle Giving and Oracle Education Foundation, Oracle.

Oracle funds so many well-deserving organizations around the Bay Area. BACC is extremely grateful to be a recipient of their continued generosity and unwavering support.
Our ability to provide the caliber of personalized support and services for our clients would not be possible without the countless hours that our volunteers donate. We are endlessly grateful for the time and talents donated by each volunteer!

The following list includes 307 volunteers who were active from July 1, 2017 - June 30, 2018.

BACC is incredibly grateful to the wide variety of professionals who gave their time and expertise as physicians, nurses, social workers, therapists, educational speakers, photographers, attorneys, marketing professionals, IT specialists, etc.

We strive for accuracy in our listings. Please email info@bayareacancer.org if your information is incorrect.
Diane Quenell  
2018 Volunteer of the Year

Diane has photographed BACC’s most important moments for over 15 years. Her professional photography expertise has been instrumental in our efforts to share the amazing things we do with the community through our website, social media, and publications. We are so grateful to Diane for her generosity, humor, talents, sacrifices, incredible work ethic, and love for BACC. Thank you, Diane!

Colleen Carvalho, Diane Quenell, and Rina Bello

Thank you, Italian American Women’s Guild!

We are so grateful that over 40 women from the IAWG regularly come together and sew beautiful heart pillows to assist BACC clients in their recovery after breast surgery. For many years now, the pillows have been included in our comfort totes and people are so touched by the support and loving thoughts of this amazing group of women. Thank you, Lubiana and friends!

Volunteer Groups

Aruba an HPE Company  
Symantec  
SAP  
Oracle  
Girl Scouts of Northern California  
Italian American Women’s Guild  
Lytton Gardens Knitting Circle  
Gideon Hausner  
Jewish Day School, 4th Grade  
Hands on Bay Area  
Los Altos United Methodist Church
In 1993, two women decided to dream big...

Jill and Ellen — a patient and her doctor — knew that we could do better for breast cancer patients. They rallied hundreds of passionate volunteers to join in and create a solution.

At a time when ‘cancer’ was often whispered, support for patients was scarce, and the internet was a new thing...BACC (then CBHP) was born!
BACC now provides more than 45 programs free of charge. Many in the Bay Area who need us cannot easily get to us. So, we’ve been working hard to bring BACC to them. By developing effective partnerships and leveraging technology, we’ve reached new communities. And we have even bigger plans and dreams ahead!

Thank you for helping us come so far. We cannot wait to make an even bigger difference as we forge ahead to the next 25 years!

It’s time to dream big again!
We are grateful for the support of the individuals, foundations, corporations and organizations whose generous contributions make BACC’s programs and services possible.

The following list reflects gifts received between July 1, 2017– June 30, 2018.

“Tears came from [my friend’s] eyes as she expressed gratitude for all that BACC does for so many. She said, ‘You know…we’ll do everything we can to donate to them in the future. What they do is simply amazing.’

Thank you to everyone at Bay Area Cancer Connections for the difference you make in the lives of others, and especially for my dear friend.”

– Cyndi

We strive for accuracy in our listings. Please email info@bayareacancer.org if your information is incorrect.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$500 - 999 Cont.</td>
<td>Patrick James, Inc., NORCAL Ambulance, Rachel Paris, Patrick James, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Debra Kleinberg
Naphtali and Marian Knox
Sherry Lasalle
Barbara Lawler
Ronald Le Count
Barbara Ledig
Melinda Lei
Vanessa Leighton
Abraham and Alice Lev
Nancy Little
Kirstin Litz
Sandra Liu
Baird Lloyd
Jeanne Hobson
Rachel Hodan
Nanea Hoffman
Rebecca Hogue
Tara Holcomb
Mary Holliday
Nancy Hossack
Erin Howell
Helen Howlett
Sharon Hoyt
Mira Hsu
Janice Hubis
Catherine Hung
Martin Hypolite
Ronald Iseri
Deborah and Randy Istre
Bess Jackson O'Shea
Karen Felger Jacobs
James Jeffrey
Robert and Virginia Jenkins
Anna Joen
Scott Johnson
Cynthia Jones
K1 Speed, Inc
Rinia Kam
Sherry Kambhi
Joan B. and David Karlin
Ashley Kate
Sylvia and Jim Katzman
Kamal Kaur
Cindy Kelly
Kepler’s Books
Louise Kerns
Richard and Janet Kersteen
Nancy Kiehl
Debra Kleinberg
Myntha Klokow
Mary Knippel
Malikah Kohli
Amelia Komp
Christine Kozicki
Susan Kratzer
Paula Kravitz
Mary Ellen Krishnan
Ellen Kugler
Emilie Kuoyang
Priya Lal
Lilani Lampa
Sherry Lasalle
Barbara Lawler
Lisa Lawrence
Ronald Le Count
Barbara Ledig
Lydia Lee
Melinda Lei
Vanessa Leighton
Abraham and Alice Lev
Delia Levine
Lydia Li
Karen Lindenfelser
Rosalinda Lindsey
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Lit
Nancy Little
Kirstin Litz
Sandra Liu
Baird Lloyd
Joan Musumeci and Frank Ronco
Debra Myers
Pam Priest Naevae
Laura Nakashiki
Kyo-Young Ah Nam
Cynthia Neuman
Nela New
Karen Newcomb
Barbara Nicewonger
Anissa Noteboom
Joanna Nouragas
Betty O’Connor
Jan O’Flaherty
Carol O’Neill
Marie G. O’Riordan
Coni Oakson
Joseph Ochab
Jennifer Oden
Katrina Ojakaar
Lynn Olian
Becky Olson
Ali Omrani
Dean and Adrienne Otte
Sabrina Oyola
Denise Paredes
Marlene Passarello
Michelle Perata
Maria D. Perez
Georgette Petropoulos
Rita Pierantozzi
Gina Marie Pitti
Patricia Player Maxwell
Gisele Pohan
Rajesh Priya Prasad
Sylvia Preciado
Gabriela Quezada-Perez
Kathryn Quickert
Kelly Quintal
Romy Radulescu
Kirsten Reeder
Breanna Robowski
Diana Rocchetta
Yadira Rodriguez
Kelsey Rohrer
Joan Rosenbaum
Shelley Rosenthal
Michaele Rothschild
Kelly Rotheur
Joan Rooney:
Sully Rosenthal
Zena Mayer
Nicole Mazzetti-Barros
Tony McClure
Stella McElaney
Susan Mckay
Terese McManis
Sonya Meissner
Marilynn R. Melvin
Al and Joan Merchant
Vicky Michelis
Alison Miller
Denise Miller
Nitzia Miller
Jared Miller
Nita Miller
Michael Mirmamesh
Susan K. Mitchell
Maura Money
JoAnn Mow
Suzanne Much
Rebecca Munoz-Smith
Lyra Schramm
Natalie Schringer
Janet Schroder
Jill Schubart
Nellie Scott
Collette Seaton
Cindy Seidler
Catherine Selleck
Linda Semi
Helen Shaughnessy
Jennifer Sherer
Michiko Shigaki
Katherine Shrouf
Paul and Paula Siegel
Rick Simon
Carolyln Simpson
Veena Singh
Deborah and Ross Smith
Holly Smith and Sergei Kovalev
Tammra Smith
Theresa Smith
Bernice E. Smoll
Sara Song
Sandra and Sheldon Spungen
Jeanne Stattenfeld
Erin Steffen
Shelby Sterkoski
Norma Stephenson
Dana Stevens
Rylan Stewart
Amy Stone
Patricia Strass
Helga Strauss
Beth Strickland
Ann Sullivan
Jennifer Sullivan
Theresa Sullivan
Val Szymanski
Al-May Tan
Target Corporation c/o
CyberGrants, LLC
Rosemary and Arturo Tecson
John and Julia Theissen
Reena Thomas
Indira Tojaga
Marisa Torres
Michiru Toulouse
Jenny Tran
Alicia Tretter
Kathy Troll
Brenda Truong
Hong Truong
Kay Tsayama
Anna Tung
Sandhya Upasani
Karen Usatine
Jane Vandervennt
Vanier Medical Systems, Inc.
Barbara Vinkove
Kathleen Villa
Marge Walker
Susan Weissberg, LSCW
Danielle Wells
Judy Wong
Stella Woo and Eugene Wang
Christine Wright-Ott
Carol Yagel
Vera Vampolovsky
Jane K. Yee Halil
Lisa Young
Hongmei Yu
Guyuanghiao Yuan
Robin Yurash

“I made friends; shared and commiserated with other survivors and generally felt a sense of community and peace in sharing with other like-minded survivors.”
MATCHING GIFTS

We’re grateful to the following companies that gave a matching gift when their employees donated to BACC. Thank you so much for your support!

Adobe (Your Cause, LLC)
Apple Inc. (Benevity)
Applied Materials Foundation & Employees (Your Cause, LLC)
Citrix Systems, Inc. (Your Cause, LLC)
Costco Wholesale (Truist)
FedEx (Truist)
Genentech (Benevity)
Google (Benevity)
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (Benevity)
IBM Corporation
Intel Corporation (Benevity)
Intuit (Benevity)
Kaiser Permanente (Benevity)
Microsoft (Benevity)
MUFG Union Bank (Your Cause, LLC)
Oracle (Benevity)
Pacific Gas & Electric (Your Cause, LLC)
Silicon Valley Bank (Benevity)
Standard Insurance Company (Your Cause, LLC)
Target Corporation c/o CyberGrants, LLC
Varian Medical Systems (Your Cause, LLC)
Yahoo! Inc. (Benevity)

IN-KIND DONORS

The following donors provided goods such as wigs and bras for our boutique, books for the library, gifts for client comfort totes, food for events, and much more. Thank you!

Anonymous (6)
Amy Adams
Karen Adams
Anne Ahlman
Margaret Alegria
Lisa Amaral
Revol A Austin
Rami Bareket
Nancy Barnett
Lisa Bates
Stefanie Baulhofer
Kim Beauchamp
Norman Beaulieu
Paul Beirne
Blue and Gold Fleet
Janet Bolno
Jane Bolton
Bosom Buddies of the QC
Sharon Boury
Shelly Bowes
Teyonna Bowman
Juanita Brooks
Kathrin Brown
Julie Brown
Theresa Bruno
Marda Buchholz
Pam Burlee
Stephanie Capodanno
Sheryl Card
Merixell Galindo Casas
Esther Cervantes
Bernice Chan
Janny Chan
Bill Chapman
John Chatoian
Marilyn Cheng
Gigi Chijate
Cobblerly
Bernice Cohen
Ola Cook
Janet Copes
L. Costigan-Kerns
Crystal Springs
Catherine Culver
Sheryl Davidson
William Davis
Walter Davis
Di Pietro Todd
Esther Dierd
Disney Land
Diana Dole
Susan Dompe
Gilonne d’Origry
Debra Emerson
Michelle Emerson
Corrie Engelson
Shahinoor Esmail
Eurek!
Cindy Fehr
Eleanor S. Field
Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco
David Fisher
Trudy Fieldsted
Debra Floriano
Beverly Friedman
John Fyten
Heather Gibbons
Barbara Glakas
Debbie Glassetter
Alison Golden
Jennifer Gordon
Goyshor
Deborah Grace
Shirley Green
Hand and Hand Medical
Katherine Hannan
Marie Hanson
Joan Harrington
Fran Heller
Ellen Henson
Cathy Hess
Kathleen Hewitt
Noriko Hosoi
Cynthia Huntington
Nancy Hyatt
Betsy Irving
Diana Jaffe
Vera James
Jay Ann Intimates
Laurie Jones
James Kachiu
Seema Kamath
Kayla’s Nail Care
Alison Kennedy
Lois Kershner
Nikki Kim
Jaynie Kind
Eleanor Kley
Linda Knepper
Rachel Krauss
Christine Kreps
Michele LaBarbera
Katie Lacy
Cheryl Lagola
Gail Lane
Late Bloomers
Maile Le Boeuf
Kelly Ledtje
Casey Leonard
Tina Levy
Linden Tree Books
Nancy Linka
Melissa Linsangan
David Liu
Heather Lo Bianco
Ruth Lodowski
Annette Lomont
Rebecca Mankey
Pamela Martinson
Linda McIntyre
Isabel McLauchlan
Kim Merry
Jane Metz
Paul Michaelson
Mike Miller
Liz Mitchell
Janet Moran
Tom Moran
Steve Morrison
Linda Mosley
Kristina Nasr
Susan Newman
Elisabeth K. Nielsen
Brittany Null
Gregory Olsen
Margie Osborn
Catherine M. O’Toole
Perrie Pagnotta
Palo Alto Cafe
Pangloss Cellars
Kathy Pariani
Colleen Patell
Alice Poveysil
Carol Power
James Pray
Diane Quinell
Kathy Quesada
Geoffroy Raby
Alex Ramirez Repris
Rena Richards
Kathy Ringman
Deirdre Robinson
Walter Robinson
Olivia Rodriguez
Willow Rowntree
Elizabeth Rush
David Russell
George Sakoda
San Jose Sharks
Peg Sapico
Suzanne Shaffer
Amy Shaw
Shunzi
Joseph Sigona
Lyn Sinko
Don J. Sirena
Jan Slimmer
Saundra Small-Stamps
Julie Anna Smith
Kathy Smith
Margie Smith
Wesley Smith
Cathleen Smithwick
Wynell Snodgrass
Edna Solomon
Soul Cycle
Carol Stanek
Erin Steffen
Pam Stellmacher
Tanya Stevenson
Emily Stoffel
Nancy Sulic
Tahoe Forest
Cancer Center
Vera Teyrovsky Goupille
Liezle Tiongson
Marita Trobough
Phyllis Tubbs-Gingerich
Chris Tubby
Barbara Van Thillo
Shannon Varjassy
Allison Viller
Holly Wade
Corynn Wade
Christine Watson
Linda Weber
Whiskey Gulch Mosaics
Marian Wikrama Nayake
Caryl Williams
Marvin Wong
Steve Wooten
Nadine Worton
Denise Worton
Jan Yedinak
Autumn Young
Brian Young
Institutional Funders

$25,000+

Sutter Health California Pacific Medical Center
We are thrilled to have Sutter Health California Pacific Medical Center join our donor community this year. CPMC has been an ongoing medical partner and we are grateful for their generous first-time grant to support BACC’s programs and services.

$15,000-$24,999

NurseRegistry
NurseRegistry, in their second year of supporting BACC, generously sponsored both our Annual Cancer Conference (Silver Sponsor) and our Annual Spring Benefit (Gold Sponsor).

Oracle
Oracle’s generous support since 2011 continues to make a significant difference for BACC’s general fund for programs and services. We are incredibly grateful to Oracle for continuing to be the Presenting Sponsor for BACC’s Annual Cancer Conference as well, donating their state-of-the-art conference center and their exceptional staff for this extraordinary day.

$10,000-$14,999

The Safeway Foundation – Thank you for 14 years of support!

Seiler LLP – We gratefully acknowledge Seiler’s 10th year as a BACC donor, including being a Gold Sponsor of this year’s Spring Benefit.

Stanford Cancer Institute - A cherished community partner, we thank SCI for supporting BACC for the 6th year in a row, including their Silver Sponsorship of our Annual Cancer Conference.

The Teal Foundation - Welcome to our donor community. Thank you for generously giving to our ovarian cancer support services.

$5,000-$9,999

DLA Piper, LLC - a Silver Sponsor of our Annual Spring Benefit

El Camino Hospital - a Silver Sponsor of our Annual Spring Benefit

Genomic Health, Inc. - a Silver Sponsor of BACC’s Annual Cancer Conference

Palo Alto Medical Foundation - a Bronze Sponsor of BACC’s Annual Cancer Conference and Annual Spring Benefit

Pfizer, Inc. - a Bronze Sponsor of BACC’s Annual Cancer Conference

To Celebrate Life Breast Cancer Foundation

Simon-Strauss Foundation

Sand Hill Foundation

Additional Bronze Sponsors of BACC’s Annual Cancer Conference and Annual Spring Benefit:

AstraZeneca

Bay Area Hyperbaric

Bingham, Osborn & Scarborough, LLC

BNY Mellon Wealth Management

Kaiser Permanente

Mission Hospice & Home Care

Pink Ribbon at the PJCC
For eleven consecutive years, Bay Area Cancer Connections has received Charity Navigator’s highest rating of four stars for financial accountability and transparency—an honor bestowed upon only two percent of U.S. charities.
On behalf of our clients, thank you for investing in our mission.

**Board of Directors**

Ann Kane, President
Elizabeth Day, Vice President
Amy Moody, Secretary
Daniel Kaplan, Treasurer
Jill Freidenrich, Co-Founder

Lauren Seder Antonakos
Jonathan Berek, M.D.
Rebecca Brandes
Julie Brooks
Kathleen Horst, M.D.
Memo Morantes
Mika Nishimura
Pamela Ratliff
Mark Simon
Beth Solomon-Casper

**Medical Advisory Group**

Kathleen Horst, M.D., Chair
Harriet Borofsky, M.D.
Monique de Bruin, M.D.
Sarah Donaldson, M.D.
Jocelyn Dunn, M.D.
Diana Guthaner, M.D.
Daryl Hoffman, M.D.
Juliet Kral, M.D.
Jane Marmor, M.D.
Nancy Mason, M.D.
Lynn Smolik, M.D.
David Spiegel, M.D.

**Emeritus Board**

Fran Codispoti, Board Liaison
Maria Allo, M.D.
Carol Bartz
Jeff Belkora, Ph.D.
Leslie Berlin, Ph.D.
Lucy Berman
David Braker
Frank dela Rama
Al Eisenstat
Marcia Goldman
Diana Guthaner, M.D.
Phyllis Hall
Judy Hamilton
Joyce Hanna
Sue Hoffman
Anne Hoge
Della Bouigny Johnson
Andrea Johnston
Jeanne D. Kennedy
Liz Kniss
Joan Lane
Marcia Levy
Janet K. Littlefield
Erin Macartney

**Staff**

Rina Bello
*Executive Director*

Erika Bell, Ph.D.
*Manager of Medical Information Services*

Colleen Carvalho, LMFT
*Director of Programs & Services*

Maureen Cronan
*Director of Marketing & Communications*

Jennette Gonzalez
*Manager of Volunteer Resources*

Judy Marcus
Terry Markle
Marta Nichols
Karen Nierenberg
George Patser
Michael Pierantozzi
Paula Powar
Anne Ream
Marcia Rehmus
Linda Romley-Irvine
Maureen Dooher Ryan*
Dianne P. Schilling
Beth Shuman
Beverly H. Smith
David Spiegel, M.D.
Madeline Stein
Hilary Valentine
Jeanne Ware
Karlette Warner
Linda T. Williams
Catherine Zinn

*We warmly remember Maureen Ryan with love and gratitude.

**Resource Center**

2335 El Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306
*Helpline* (650) 326-6686 (888) 222-4401
*Website* www.bayareacancer.org
*Email* info@bayareacancer.org
*Facebook* @bayareacancer